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Ahsiruct: The design of electronic ballast to drive high and 
low-pressure lamps should fulfill both the high-voltage 
necessities for the start-up and the current limiting 
requirements in steady-state operation. The full-bridge 
parallel resonant converter reduces the current stress 
compared to the half-bridge converter, so it is presented as a 
solution to drive lamps over 1OOW. The analysis of the full- 
bridge control based on the pulsewidth modulation is 
presented for HPS and fluorescent lamps. As the inwrtcr 
input-voltage is usually quite high compared to the Innip 
voltage requirements in steady-state operation, the quality 
factor of the resonant tank is low, resulting in an 
appreciable level of reactive current. The P W M  dimming 
control a t  fixed frequency is proposed when the total current 
level is acceptable. In  this case, while maintaining the 
transistors’ turn-on a t  zero voltage, the P W M  control 
improves the converter efficiency by reducing the rcartive 
current. When the reactive current causes an important 
efficiency reduction, a quasi-optimum control method is 
proposed, that consists of fixing, at  each control point, the 
frequency vs. duty-cycle relation that minimizes the reiictive 
current while maintaining soft turn-on. 

I. INTRODIJCTION 

The efficiency of high-pressure stxliurn (I IPS) lamps, over 
1001m/W, makes them suitable for use in illumiiiiition 
systems for outdoor spaces. The low-power version, up to 
lOOW, and the widely used fluorescent tubes are locates iii 
spaces such as industrial plants and warehouses. Because 
of their light spectra, these lamps achieve good color 
identification. 
It is known that fluorescent tubes and high-pressure 
discharge lamps, when powered by a high frequency 
source behave resistive [1][2], considering any parlicular 
steady-state operation point. The equivalent resisliince of 
the HPS lamps is lower than in fluorescent tubes, and has 
no dependence on the power delivercd to the I m p  131. 
The major drawback, when using high-frequency 
converters to drive HPS lamps, is the acoustic resoiwicc 
phenomenon [2] [4] that may prtxluce :in unstable 
operation, i.e. the arc length, voltqy, and power c1i:inge 
erratically, leading to light tlickering and even light 
extinction. The resonant frequencies dcpend on the IUC 

tube geometry, temperature, pressure, and piis 
composition. To avoid the acoustic resonmice 
phenomenon, the switching frequency of the ballast is 
fixed in a range of frequency free of resonance. 
The full-bridge parallel reso~iant converter topology 
(PRC) is a gcxxl option when driving high-power 111’s 

lrunps or a set of various fluorescent tubes because it can 
achieve high start-up voltage without excessively 
increasing Uie current. However, in steady-state operation, 
the reactive component of the current through the 
converter is usunlly large due to the small quality factor of 
the resonant tank required to fix the nominal voltage drop. 
The control based on the pulsewidth modulation (PWM) 
has the advantage of reducing the power delivered to the 
liunp while tlie reactive component is also reduced [9]. 
The efficiency of thc converter is then clearly improved. 
‘I’he paper is structured as follows: In Section 11, the PWM 
conlrollccl PIX inverter is analyzed to give the most 
signitic;uit design expressions and the control parameters. 
Section 111 preseiits the expcrirnental results obtained with 
a 70W ( )SKAM NAV70E I IPS Iwnp under PWM control 
cornparecl to ;I 40W Sylvariia F40 fluorescent tube. The 
dcsipn x i c l  experiincntal results of an electronic ballast for 
;I 1SOW OSRAM I-IPS lamp, using a quasi-optimum 
conlrol that rni:ii~nizes the reactive current in the resonant 
circuit, are also given in this section, finalizing with 
conclusions. 

11. RES( )NANT INVERTER DESIGN AND PWM 
CONTROL 

‘I’he full-bridge PRC circuit of fig. 1 is analyzed 
coilsidering tlie iund;unent:il component of the voltage 
a i l c l  current 0 1  the resonant tank (see fig. 2). RlOmp 
represents the cquivalent IPS  I m p  resistance. At this 
point, we consider neither the transistors on-resistance, 
/4cl,r,,,, nor othcr circuit losses. 

I I I 

Fig.1 Ftill-lmilgc I%(‘ Ioarlacl with the equivalent HPS lamp mistance. 
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where Q,) is the quality factor for D=l (nominal power). 
Note that Q,,(I>) in equation (4) malres V/,,,,, of quation 
( 2 )  constant. An advantage of the PWM control method is 
that it makes it possible to maintain the switching 
frequency cons~ant, simplifying the design of the resonant 
tank md  the line liltcr. Expression (3) denotes the current 
dependence on and the duty cyclc, so that the circuit is 
protected undcr-short circuit (low Q,) but needs special 
attcntion under open circuit operation ( Qp). 

Fig2  Fundamental approach of tlie lanp-loatlrtl PKC. 

The resonant tank loaded with Rlum,, is described by the 
natural frequency a,, the characteristic impedance 7- ;u1d 
the quality factor Qp [6][7]. 
As RlUmp is nearly an open circuit bcfore the start-up, a 
large voltage drop rises on the I m p  terminals whcn the 
switching frequency 61 is close to a,, achieving the gas 
ionization [8]. During the start-up the value of Rlum,, 

decays, and so does the output voltage until reaching its 
nominal value. Contrary to what happens whcn 
driving fluorescent tubes, the voltage drop in FE'S 1;unps 
depends on the converter design. 
If the switching frequency is constant, o=o,,, and the 
converter is controlled by the PWM mcthtxl, thcn cyuiition 
(1) gives the amplitude of the first hirinonic of the voltiige 
V A ~  (see fig. 1) its a function of the duty cycle, D. 

The I m p  current hchaves as a I)-controlled-current- 
source when the switching frequency is a,, so that the 
load is pcnn;incntly protected from overcurrent. 

4v,, K 
zn 7r 2 

Ilrrrry, = ---cos(l - 0)- 

As expression ( 5 )  hits no dependence on the load, it is 
valid lor both I IPS :tnd fluorescent Iiunps. 
By knowing thc I m p  voltage and current, the power 
delivered to the I;unp c;ui be directly calculated. The 
powcr cxprcssion lor IIPS 1;unp is: 

As is reported in [3], RlmP in steady-state conditions is 
nearly ccmkut and presents no dcpcndcnce on the powcr 
delivered to the lamp. Assuniing this behavior, the Both control functions are dcpictcd in figs. 3 and 4, the 
maximum voltage applied to the IPS lamp whcn ihc output power k ing  normalized with respect the maximum 
switching frequency is a. is given by: vi11 lie. 

lC - + l'l.,,,,* 

1"" 4 .  VdC . v^ =-. Q p  cOs(1- U)-  ( 2 )  
7r 2 

Since (2, remains constant, the I m p  voltage is controlled 

The peak value of the resonant current, i,, also dcpcnds OII 

I","p 

I , . * .  

by parameter D. 

the duty cycle n U .  

cos( 1 - n) - 

I ,  ' . 

_. 
n 

(3) 
- 4 V d C J W  I f  = 

r + 2 0 . 4  " , r. 0 .8  1 
D 

Fig.? 1'ow.r ~ k l i ~ ~ r e d  to NPS lariips as a function of the duty cycle D. 

z,, 

on fie other hand, tluorescent tuks InltiI,tuiIl the vOll~lgc 
drop approximately constant alter the start-up, even unclcr 
variations of the power delivered to the I m p  [SI. '11111s. 
the power control produces ch:tnges in Q, that in  ( 3 )  
should be replaced by: 
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Fig.4 Power delivered to fluorescent lanips as a function of die duty cycle D. 

The dotted line corresponds to the normalized function 
Pimp equal to D, which is closer to the PWM regulation 
for HPS lamps. The variation range of the control 
parameter D is limited by tlie condition of maintaining the 
MOSEETs turn-on at zero voltage (ZVS). 
This condition is guaranteed for large values of 1) since 
Qp<l after the lamp starting. Fig. 5 shows tlie theoretical 
waveform of the control signals and tlie inverter section. 

(VI (W 
Fip.6 Scqiwiicr o f  riieirivertrr devices i n  a switching period. 

Since Q, is constant under the dimming control when 
driving 111's Imps,  the current i ,  vs. V A B ~  phase lag 
depends only on thc switching frequency. 

The angle, $,, determines the minimum value of D in 
which we still find ZVS To obtain the value of 
I),,,,,,, tlie value I, is evaluated by the following expression: 

4, (1 -  m T  
f, =-. T-- 

2Tc 4 
(9) 

The value I),,,,, is then calculated by equating expression 
(0) to zero: 

2 . 4 ,  
I.),,,,, = 1 - - 

?r 

Expression (1  1)  gives the amount of energy E, returning 
in each cycle to the supply VI,' as a function of D and 
valid only for values of D>Q,,,. 

Fig.5 Inverter control signals. Input voltage arid ciimnt in  the resoriaill 
circuit. 2-r r  
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Fig. 7 Reactive energy vs. duty cycle for a given value of phose 

The power of commercial €IPS lamps varies from 35W to 
1000W, the nominal current being over lA,,,, for lamps 
that receive more than 100 W. Such current levels make it 
necessary to take into account the transistor-on-losses. 
The reactive energy incremenls the input current to the 
resonant circuit that increases the transistor on losses antl 
reduce the efficiency of the resonant inverter. 
The graph of fig. 7 leads to a generalization of the 
dimming control in order to minimize Er. By substituting 
expression (8) into (lo), we obtain D,,,,, ;is a function of 
the frequency, for a given value of Qp. 

The relation between the switching frequency, 0, :ind 
is a control characteristic of the elcctronic ball:ist Ih;it 

eliminates the reactive power and mnint:tins ZVS. Fig. X 
shows the optimum o vs. relation given in (12) using 
Qp as a paruameter. 

I 1 1  1 2  I *  > a  1 5  

(1) 

0. 
- 

Fig.8 Optimum control function of the parallel reson3111 coiivzrtzr 10 

elintinate the reactive power antl itiairitatn ZVS 

If the switching frequency is used as a control ptuamclcr 
then the power delivered to a IIPS I m p  as a function 0 1  
w, D and Q, varies according to the expression (17). 

By introducing the optimum relation w vs. D given in fig. 
8 into expression (13 ,  the power control function that 
minimizes the reactive power is found. 
Following this control strategy, the first design step is to 
calculate the value of the duty cycle in nominal 
conditions, D,,. An expression for Do is obtained from (8) 
and (10) consiclcring the switching frequency o=w,. 

Knowing the values of Do and Vlanlp the quality factor, Qp, 
is calculntcd Irom (2). 1Jsing Qp, RlmIp and a,, the reactive 
components I, :ind C of the resonant t'ank 
Once 0, is known, the control circuit must be able to 
adlust I),,,,,, for each switching frequency following 
expression ( 1  7). 

calculated. 

111. T)IISI( iN ANI) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

. 1  Pllil f ( '~i i trol  (it Fixed Switching Frequency. 

A full-bridge PIIC, PWM controlled at fixed frequency, 
has been designed to drive it 70 W HI'S lamp. The design 
input data ;uc the nominal lamp voltage and current at 
fu l l  output power: VI,,,,=80V,,,, 11,ip=0.875Am,, so 
12,:,,,,,,=0 IQ. The inverter input voltage is Vd,=300V. 
N:ilunil and switching frequency have been fixed at 
,f,',=5OkI-b,. According to the previous data and considering 
that I)= 1 leads to the nominal output power, expression 
(2) gives Qp=O.206l. By knowing Qp, Rkmp and fo, the 
resonant tank is calculated: the c11:uacteristic impedance 
is ZO=30752, I,=lmll and C=lO.%nF. The MOSFETs 
chosen for the inverter section are the IW840 controlled 
by the driver I122 11 1. A digital circuit has been designed 
to gcneratc eight difl'erent v:ilues of D so that AD=0,125. 

F'if.0. KMS volt;ipz ;it i (I  current lor ttir HPS laitipunder PWM control 
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h i p  vulvnge(Vmn) 

I 
2 

Fig.10. RMS voltage and current for Uie fluorescent lariip under PWM 
control 

S5.5kHz 0.204 0.33 
62.5kHz 0.241 0.31 

Fig. 9 shows six steady-state operation-points, IldrllP vs. 
Vlanlp, obtained by the PWM control at constant switching 
frequency, while maintaining ZVS for the 70W 111's 
lamp. The experiment confirms that the value of the 
equivalent resistance, RvanlD, is constant at any value ot I). 
The result of the same experiment is shown in fig. 10 li)r ;I 

40W fluorescent lamp Sylvania F40, where the increase ol 
the equivalent resistance with I> is observed. 
The fit by a linear function of the points depicted in fig. 0, 
I~,,,=0.011018VI,,,+0.0SS2S, gives a corre1:ition 
coefficient p=0.99227. According to this function the 
value of the equivalent resistance is R1,,,,,=90.75Q. 
In fig. 11, the measurements on the power delivered to the 
HPS lamp are compared to the graph of equation (6). The 
resulting output power has ken  normalized wilh respect 
to its nominal value, Pn,,,=70W. The linear function that 
fit  the measured power (I+ 1.06OD-0.0564) has a 
correlation coefficient p=0.9889, close to 1, thus showing 
very gcml linearity control. The same rewlts are prcscntccl 
in fig. 12 for the fluorescent tube, where equation (7) is 
used to compare with the experimental measurements ancl 
the power is normalized with respect to Pnl,,=40W. 

Fig.11. Measured and calculated values of the noriiialized power ileli\.crz(l 
to  tile HPS laillp. 
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0.125 11.25 0.37S 0.5 0.625 

+ Calcuhted 
I)uty cycle D 

Fig. 12. Maawreil aii~l calculated values of the norrilalized power delivered 
t o  the fluorescent larirp. 

B. De.vign c?f' the Electronic Ballast Minimizing the 
Rerrclive I k q v  

For the practic:il implementation of this control strategy, 
;in increase of 1) over DllYll has been taken into account to 
guaumtee ;I sale margin that maintains ZVS mode. For 
this re:ison, this conlrol method is allled quasi-optimum. 

1)- is estim;iled by considering the lamp aging [2] and the 
lolcnmce 0 1  Uie ballast components. 
The IPS I m p  sclected was the O S M M  NAVlSOE. The 
electric chau;ictcristics are Vl,,,p=X3Vrm, Il,,=l.8A, and 
I<13nl,,=4SQ. The input inverter voltage is Vd,=300V. 
Substituting V,i,,,,, into (14), an iterative process obtains 
ll0. In this c;isc 1),,=0.343. Knowing Do, from (2) the 
quality liictor is calculated, Q,=O.S98. The nominal 
switching Irequency ,L) is fixed at SOkIIz and the reactive 
coinponents ;ue : 1~239pI-I and G42.36nF. The control 
inclhod is implcnicntcd by a specikic digital circuit that 
allows the scttiiig of lour power levels in the lamp. Using 
expression ( 12). the Dmin corresponding to each switching 
lrcciuency is calcul~ited and given in TABLE I 

I 0 1 SOkHz 10.343 10.37 I 

I 3 17 I.4kHz 10.18 10.25 1 
' h e  experiincnr;il waveforms obtained at full power and at 
30% ol fu l l  power ;ue shown in figs. 13 and 14. Note that, 
in  hoth cases. (he lcvcl of reactive energy in the resonant 
circuit is very low. 



IV. CONCLUSIONS 
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The criteria tor the electronic ballast design based on the 
I’ull-bridge PKC topology have been presented. This 
topology is a gtxxl option to drive discharge lamps over 
1OOW and to irnplcment control strategies based on 
pulsewidth mtxlulaliotl techniques. The characteristics of 
the PWM control method at constant switching frequency 
have been give11 for FIPS lamps and fluorescent tubes. The 
main advantages ot  this method are the reduction of the 
reactive current in the converter as long as D is reduced, 
the simple implementation and the fact that the switching 
licqucncy is const:uit. Since IIPS lamps make the reactive 
current in  the converter increase excessively, the proposed 
quasi-optimum control technique has been verified to be 
an appropriate control inetlid to minimize the converter 
losses. 
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